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Buy Yourself More Time with Automated
Connection Design

Steel Detailing/ August 31, 2020

SDS/2 is the most intelligent and automated—in short, the best—steel
connection design software on the market today.

But what makes our software intelligent? How does our automation work?
And, most importantly, what does that mean for you? Because that’s what
really matters here—your user experience, your results, and your decision.

Simply put, SDS/2 connection intelligence is designed to
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minimize your input and maximize your output.
What you put into the software for each connection are the details: your
model, your loads, your fabrication and design standards. And that’s it.

What you get, in a matter of seconds, are fully designed steel connections
that satisfy the framing conditions of the entire node or joint and are
validated by extended design calculations.

And what that ultimately means for you is more time, fewer errors and RFIs,
more economical and labor-efficient designs, and—have we mentioned this
one yet?—more time. Free time, family time, nap time, time to get through
more projects so you can afford more vacation time.

How does other software stack up?
This input/output trade-off looks markedly different in other leading
connection design solutions, where your input generally includes your
connection type (applied individually to each node in your model);
connection material, including rows of bolts, material size, welds, etc.;
additional connection rules, such as bolt diameter, rows, and spacing; and
any manual modifications needed to meet fabrication preferences.

In other words, you have to do the detailing and all the connection design
work. And your output? A basic structural analysis of the connection, and
some design calculations.

Where SDS/2 analyzes the complete node, factoring in clash detection and
other potential errors in fabrication and erection, other leading solutions
provide only single node analysis, telling you if the connection meets basic
structural requirements.

If your connection fails, you have to manually adjust dimensions on the
connection material and run the analysis again until you get it right.

And if you do all of this and then make a change to a member in your model,
you’ll likely have to go through the whole process all over again.

Compare this to SDS/2, where connections are automatically designed as you
import or input your model and automatically adjusted whenever you make
changes. Again, in a matter of seconds.



(The other real kicker here is that with the leading competitor in steel
detailing software, most of this work is done in a third-party program, with
data imports and exports between the model and the connection design
software—but we’ll save that discussion for another time).

Steel Connection Design in SDS/2 vs. Other Detailing Software

How does our automated connection design work?

The automation for SDS/2’s connection design begins with your—or rather,
your fabricator’s—preferences. When you begin a project, you’re given the
option to control various setup options to define things like angle sizes, plate
thicknesses, a schedule of minimums for bolt rows, and numerous other
specifications meant to optimize fabrication for the designated shop.

Supported
Connection
Types in SDS/2

• Clip angle
• Shear plate
• End plate
• Bent plate
• Seated
• Embed
• Moment
• Fully welded
• Horizontal brace
• Vertical brace
• Joist
• Splice

Then, as you are inputting your model and setting up various framing
conditions, SDS/2 runs its back-end calculations—factoring in your setup
preferences—to automatically add a passing connection to your model.

And when we say passing, we’re not just talking about structural integrity. As
mentioned earlier, the math behind our connections analyzes the complete
node, looking at every member coming in as well as connections on the other
angles and adjusting for potential conflicts that would impact fabrication and
field fit-up. It’s a next-level reality check, above and beyond any other steel
connection design solution out there.



Of course, we realize that the automatic solution may not work for every
connection in your model. You can always override the automation. We
provide user-friendly control settings for just that purpose, and here you can
see another SDS/2 difference.

In other solutions, you define your connection specifications and dimensions
and check to see if you’re meeting the load requirements. In SDS/2, you start
with the load requirements—your end goal—and SDS/2 provides the
supporting variables.

With our patented locked variable connection design, you can maintain
control of the variables most important to your fabricator—plate thickness,
rows of bolts, or weld size, for example—and SDS/2 will fill in the remaining
values to meet your required limit states.

It’s the perfect combination of intelligent automation and user-oriented
control.

Ready to get started?
So what do you think: are we right in calling ourselves the best in steel
connection design software? Need to see it to believe it?

Schedule a demo today to see SDS/2's connection design in action and learn
how it can benefit your business.

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a globally leading software provider for digital
transformation in the AEC/O and media industries. Its intelligent software
solutions cover the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects and
enable creatives to optimize their workflows. Customers can design, build,
and manage buildings and infrastructures more efficiently and sustainably
and develop digital content such as visualizations, films and computer games
more creatively. The software provider is driving innovations such as digital
twins as well as open standards (OPEN BIM), and sustainability in the AEC/O
industry, constantly expanding its portfolio by also investing in deep-tech
startups. Currently more than seven million users worldwide are shaping the
world with the customer-focused solutions of our four divisions. Founded by
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Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs
around 3,600 experts globally.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company generated revenues amounting to EUR 801.8 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 257.0 million in 2022.
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